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Abstract 

In this study, we would like to analyze the financial structure of a company, both from a theoretical and from an 

empirical perspective. The choice of the funding sources and the decision of funding, represented by the determination 

of the most adequate financial structure for a company, has been, in time, one of the greatest concerns of the financial 

theory and practice. The identification and the determination of the funding sources has a strong impact on the 

economic entities, because more often than not they turn to external funding sources, being unable to fund themselves 

exclusively out of their own resources. Thus, the choice of the funding variant represents for the company leadership a 

fundamental decision concerning the financial policy of the company. Consequently, by the measures meant to optimize 

the activity – taken by managers – it is actually the company’s financial structure that is determined. The aim of this 

paper is to demonstrate that the multiple possibilities of combining the potential funding sources have consequences on 

the structure of a company’s capital. 
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1.Introduction 

 
To make an optimal decision regarding the funding of a company, any manager needs to know both the value of 

the company he is leading and the structure of its capital. In a broad sense, finances include the following categories of 

financial relations: a) company funds appeared in the formation and sharing of money  resources, in order to develop 

the company activity; b) classical financial relations reflected in the local budgets, special funds budgets, social 

insurances budgets, State budget etc. and representing a transfer of money resources, non-reimbursable and with no 

equivalent; c) insurance and reinsurance relations - obligatory or facultative transfer of money, when an unexpected 

event occurs, in exchange for counterperformance; d) credit relations, which are actually loans, money borrowed in 

exchange for promises of future reimburements and payment of interest [10].  

Thus, we can conclude that the notion of “finances has a double meaning”, namely that of “finances in a broad 

sense, referring to the relations of assurance and reassurance, credit relations, company finances” and that of “finances 

in a narrow sense, referring to classical relations” [1,2,4,5].  

Concerning the financial relations, it needs to be highlighted that when shareholder within a company, the law 

establishes the amounts, the terms and the obligations of financial relations; otherwise, the law only mentions the 

conditions and the framework of realization of the obligations, the terms and the amounts being set by the partners. 

Depending on the role occupied by the State in the financial relations, companies can be public and private [3, 8, 9]. 

 
2. The specialized literature 
 

One of the most controversial and interesting problems in finances, the financial structure of the company, 

benefited of the researchers’ attention, and the first in this domain to have analyzed this aspect were Modigliani and 

Miller (1958)[11]. Relying on their theoretical framework, in time, many theories have been developed, by various 

researchers and financial economists, concerning the financial structure of the company, new dimensions being 

highlighted, such as taxes ((Modigliani and Miller, 1963), bankruptcy costs (Stiglitz, 1972; Titman, 1984), agent costs 

(Jensen and Meckling, 1976; Myers, 1977; Jensen, 1986), personal taxes (Miller, 1977) and information assymetry 

(Ross, 1977; Myers and Majluf, 1984; Myers, 1984). Beside these, important are also the approaches regarding the 
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balance theory, the funding sources hierarchy theory, and the capital structure theory appeared more recently, 

respectively the market timing theory. In Romania, one should note that there is a lack of empirical studies on the 

relevance of the capital structure theories and the influence of the decision-making factors on the capital structure. 

Regarding the funding decisions, most of the studies realized in this sense investigate the funding decisions of the 

companies in the developing countries, which also include Romania (De Haas & Peeters, 2004). 

 

3. Research methodology 
 
By the present work, we would like to realize a case study at a company in the civil constructions domain and 

test the managers’ reaction concerning the identification of an optimal funding source for the capital structure of a 

company. In other words, we would like to answer the following questions: 

1. Which would be the most viable and efficient funding source that would help a company in the domain of civil 

constructions optimize its revenue? 

2. What would be the advantages offered by this funding? 

3. What would be the impact created by the use of this funding source on the financial structure of a company? 

 
4. Private and public finance - similarities and differences 

 

Public finance constitutes “a system of economic relations by which the formation and sharing of the funds of 

public financial resources is assured, for the economic and social development of the country, and to meet other social 

needs” [5,7,11,12]. Private finance can be met on a microeconomic level – the level of the companies – and has in view 

“the creation and management of the resources needed by the economic entities to realize their activity object under 

normal profitability conditions.  

In fact, we can affirm that private finance refers to all the pecuniary economic relations by which company 

capitals are constituted and managed, in order to obtain and share profit. 

 

Table 1. Differences and similarities between public and private finance 

No.  Differences between public funding and private funding 
Public funding Private funding 

1.  It includes those financial sources 

associated to State, administrative 

territorial units, public law institutions;  

It includes those financial sources associated to firms, banks etc. 

and submitted to trade law norms;  

2.  It is met on a macroeconomic level;  It is met on a microeconomic level; 

3.  It obeys the norms and regulations of 

public law (Government Decisions, Laws 

etc.);  

It obeys the norms and regulations of trade law (e.g.: contracts);  

4.  Financial resources are constituted by 

constraint from tax-payers and only to a 

certain extent by means of loans, based on 

contract relations;  

Financial resources are represented mainly by own available 

resources and only the difference of resources up to the 

necessary level is constituted on contractual bases;  

5.  The aim of constituting public resources is 

to meet the general needs of the society;  

The aim of constituting private financial resources is to obtain 

profit and maximize it to meet the needs of a single entrepreneur 

or of a determined group of entrepreneurs; the principal 

objective of the company is either to maximize the present value 

of the future revenues hoped for or to maximize the patrimony 

accumulated during previous financial years; 

6.  No forced execution measures are possible 

against the State if it does not respect the 

pecuniary obligations assumed by the 

budget;  

Against the economic entities or other natural persons or/and 

juridical entities, forced execution measures are possible if they 

do not pay their obligations to the budget. At the same time, 

forced execution can also be applied if contractual commitments 

are not respected;  

7.  All the society members participate to the 

constitution of the State resources 

(physical persons and juridical entities 

possessing taxable assets or revenues). 

When private financial resources are constituted, only a limited 

group of entrepreneurs participate. In certain cases, the 

constitution of private funds takes place with participation of 

just one person. 

 Similarities between public funding and private funding 

8. Both of them operate with money, cash, credit; 

9. Both funding categories are faced with financial balance problems. 
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5. The decision of funding the company 
 
In a systemic vision of the functions of a company, the financial function is individualized by its specific 

features but also by its importance and role attributed. This includes the set of processes by which the resources needed 

to fund the company’s objectives are determined and obtained. The company managers can make short-term or long-

term funding decisions.  

The importance of the funding decision lies, first of all, in assuring the short-term financial balance, which 

means assuring the necessary liquidities to meet the commitments assumed, namely to cover the debts nearing their 

deadline, and secondly, the problem that arises is launching the company on the investment market to improve its 

prospect. This situation supposes funding the long-term development, conditioning the improvement of the results in 

the future and maintaining the financial balance. Increasing own funds can be realized by constituting reserves, from 

the favorable results obtained by the company and from cash incomes. At the same time, one should not neglect the 

aspect of the company’s self-funding capacity, delineating the internal resources of these own funds (stable resources).  

Regarding short-term funding, the financial coverage of the circulating assets with own sources/funds 

represents the surest funding source, eliminating the risk of unexected capital withdrawal and determining, at the same 

time, financial autonomy. The cost of the obtaining of these circulating capital sources must be as low as possible, in 

conditions of risk reduction. The means of obtaining circulating capitals are divided as in Figure 1, in three categories 

as follows:  

 

                                               

 

  

      

          

        

     

                                    

  
Figure 1. Classification of funding sources in the short and in the long run 

 

The optimal capital structure for a company is represented by that combination of own and borrowed capital 

leading to the maximization of the market price of the respective company’s shares.  

At the same time, the optimal financial structure constitutes that mix of funding sources determining a 

minimization of the weighted average cost of the firm’s capitals. In this sense, the structure of the capital can be 

interpreted in terms of targeted structure of the capital, meant to balance the risk degree with the profitability rate. The 

use of borrowed capital in a larger proportion determines the increase of the risk degree for the firm’s incomes, yet a 

greater endebtment rate at the same time means a greater profitability rate estimated at a higher value. The greater risk 

degree associated to a higher endebtment degree tends to decrease the share price on the market, yet the estimation of a 

higher profitability rate leads to the increase of this price, leading to balance.  

Thus, the optimal capital structure is the one that realizes a balance between the risk degree and the 

profitability rate estimated and, consequently, maximizes the shares’ market price. We need to have in view, beside the 

above, the fact that the two great funding sources: own capitals and borrowed capitals (debts) have certain features 

depending on which one of them can determine the optimal financial structure.  

On the one hand, own capital assures the investitors’ control over the firm as owners of the firm. Anyway, the 

company cannot use the funding by own capital because the rational objective is to maximize the value of the company. 

The cost of a capital growth will be greater than the cost of the existing one, and, the risk model for the capital being 

higher, the profitability rates will be higher, which will lead to the selling of capital at lower prices on the market. 

In substantiating the funding decision it is necessary to optimize the interests of shareholders, creditors, State 

and the analysis of the influence exerted by the financial factors and the micro- and macro-economic indicators.  

To choose the funding modality, the manager of a company needs to analyze several indicators, namely: 

profitability, solvency and liquidity. The weight of these indicators on the choice of the funding decision can be 

regarded through the prism of the following situations: 

- if the profitability calculated is superior to the interest rate, then it is opportune to turn to loans, as in such 

situations the endebtment contributes to the increase of the profit mass and of the profitability of one’s own 

capital; 

Own sources 

Surse atrase (datorii de exploatare) 

Surse împrumutate 

 

Surse proprii autofinanţarea/ 

surse externe   

Surse împrumutate 

Surse închiriate 
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- the decision of funding by endebtment has a positive influence on solvency, yet in the case of the occurrence 

of losses, solvency degrades much faster; 

- funding by endebtment has a positive influence on liquidity, as well, yet, seeing that primary resources by 

endebtment have a limited term, it is necessary that the duration of use of the resources should not go over the 

deadline of the borrowed sums. 

The option for one type of funding or the other needs to be substantiated as well based on the dimensioning of 

the marginal cost of the capital used. In other words, it is not enough to compare the cost specific of each funding 

source; it is also necessary to analyze the cost of each supplementary unit of capital allocated, to be able to draw a 

comparison between the effects generated by the various types of funding process.  

The marginal cost must be compared to the marginal profitability rate, and the cost of one’s own capital has to 

be established in relation to the financial profitability rate demanded by the shareholders. Analyzing the funding 

mechanisms for companies, we can notice that companies in Romania are poorly capitalized, which indicates a poor 

perspective of increase of their profitability, also due to the lack of the necessary capital for development and 

reorganization.  

The companies of Romania have opted mainly for funding by bank endebtment and leasing and to a lesser 

extent by issuing shares or bonds. However, given the emergence of a large array of funding tools on the market and 

the risks diminution, a tendency of orientation toward a varied financial structure has been recorded, allowing the 

realization of an optimal relation between the profitability determined by the resources used & the risk generated by 

their use. 

The financial structure and the option for a certain structure represent an important decision in the funding 

policy, because the financial balance of the company and the independence in management are conditioned by them. 

The option for a certain ratio own capitals / borrowed capitals must not be determined only by the desire to obtain high 

profitability, but also by the risk the manager is willing to take.  

At the same time, the analysis must go deeper into the structure of the permanent capitals, being necessary to 

choose the proportion between own capitals and capitals borrowed in the average and long run. The decision-makers 

(who make decisions) need to adopt the funding decision starting from the endebtment capacity, the level of financial 

profitability, the type of funding needs, the forecasts regarding the future cash-flows. One must not omit, however, the 

fact that the funding decision is also submitted to the influence exerted by the evolution of some macro-economic 

indicators: inflation, interest rate, exchange rate, GDP but also by the fiscal and legislative components.  

The improvement of the methods and tools of selection of funding means adequate for the company needs to 

put into contact four types of financial resources: [4] 

1) self-funding of the company; 

2) external funding through participation to the company’s own capital; 

3) external funding through loans or credits with deadlines granted to the company; 

4) crediting between companies/ trade credit. 

The financial coverage of the circulating assets from own sources/funds is the surest funding source, eliminating the 

risk of sudden withdrawal of capitals and determining, at the same time, financial autonomy. Spontaneous funding 

sources, namely stable liabilities and supplier credit grow as the current transactions managed by the company grow. 

Beside the own and attracted funding sources, the companies also turn to short-term bank credits. If the self-funding 

capacity is insufficient, the firm will turn to external capital sources: own sources (by contributions of capital), 

borowed sources and rented sources. 

We can conclude that the decision to opt for leasing or to buy an asset by turning to a bank credit must be 

substantiated by comparing the funding costs of the two alternatives and choosing the funding source associated to the 

lower cost. The recording of more difficult conditions in relation to the issuing of shares and to the accessing of bank 

credits has determined the increase of the investors’ interest in bonds, since they generate sure incomes, which are not 

affected by the economy trend and the financial situation of the issuing company. At the same time, the endebtment 

effect is analyzed, namely the impact of endebtment on the company’s financial profitability, so as to obtain as a final 

result the maximization of the value of the company. In this context, it appears relevant to establish the significance, 

along with the general expression of capital structure, of a related concept, namely that of optimal capital structure.  

 

6. Financial structure at the company S.C. “Unirea” Deva  
 
In corporate funding and in financial management, the financial structure represents one of the most used 

concepts, because the basic idea in its definition is represented by the multiple possibilities of combining the sources 

used by the company to fund its activity. The financial structure of the company is determined by the structure of the 

whole liabilities. By comparison to the structure of the capital, which refers to the way the permanent capital is formed, 

the, financial structure also includes the capitals borrowed in the short term (Figures 1 and 2) [11]. 
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Capital borrowed in the

medium and long run
Reserves, funds, provisions

Capital borrowed in the

short run
Structure of the capital

 
    Figure 1.Structure of the capital                    Figure 2.Financial structure of the company  

 

At the same time, the financial structure of the company also refers to the relation between the short-term 

funding and the medium- and long-term funding. This concept is presented by the following formula:  

 

Financial structure of the company= =    (1) 

 

Treasury resources include short-term bank loans and commercial loans, which cover a part of the funding of 

the circulating assets. At the same time, the financial structure of the company may be calculated as well using the 

relation between total debts and own capital.  

 

6.1. Capital structure ratios  
 

To characterize the financial structure of the company Unirea S.R.L.Deva, we shall calculate the capital 

structure ratios, which shall then be correlated to the assets structure ratios and to the solvency and liquidity ratios for 

the years 2012, 2013 and 2014.  

 

Table 1.Capital structure ratios 
No.  Capital structure  2012  2013  2014  

1.  Financial structure  60.32 56.00 53.70 

2.  Financial autonomy  48.87 40.87 40.97 

3.  Global endebtment  50.88 59.05 58.11 

4.  Borrowed capital ratio  6.87 3.65 1.44 

5.  Invested capital ratio  60.22 55.92 52.73 

6.  Exploitation debts ratio  29.50 25.43 22.49 

7.  Financial lever  0.14 0.08 0.03 

Source: processing of the data in the three accounting balance sheets pertaining to the period 2012-2014. 

 
        Financial stability ratio                                                   Global autonomy ratio 

RSF2012           RAFG2012  

 

RSF2013                RAFG2013  

 

RSF2014 %             RAFG2014  

 

 

         Global endebtment ratio                                           Borrowed capital ratio 

RIG2012                                         RCIM2012  

RIG2013                          RCIM2013  

RIG2014                           RCIM2014  

 

              Invested capital ratio                                            Exploitation debts ratio  
RCinv2012 *100    RDE2012 *100  
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RCinv2013 *100       RDE2013 *100  

    
RCinv2014 *100        RDE2014 *100         

  
                   Financial lever 
 
LF2012                                              LF2014  

 

LF2013  

 
During the period 2012-2014, the financial stability of the company S.C. “Unirea” S.R.L.Deva records low 

values (ranging between 53.70% and 60.33%), inferior to the immobilized assets ratio, which means that the company 

has difficulties in funding its activity. The financial autonomy records levels that are lower than the financial stability 

ratio, the average values ranging between 40.87% and 48.87%, which assures the maintaining of the financial balance 

at a satisfactory level. The global endebtment ranges between 50.88% and 59.05%. In the year 2013, the global 

endebtment of the company increased following the increase of the commercial debts, through the obtaining of longer 

payments deadlines by the providers. In the year 2014, as the credits were being reimbursed, the global endebtment 

ratio decreased to 58.11%. The borrowed capital ratio for the capital borrowed for the period 2012-2014 records low 

levels, which represents a guarantee of reimbursement of the bank credits.  

A high level of the invested capital ratio shows that the funding of the company activity came mainly from 

financial resources for which it is necessary to assure reimbursement. The level of the exploitation debts ratio decreased 

from 29.50 in the year 2012, to 22.49% in the year 2014. This situation signifies the fact that the company does not 

depend on third parties, regarding the funding of the activity. The financial lever has low levels during the years under 

analysis, which means that the company is cautious regarding the contracting of loans, following the high interest rate 

practiced by various credit institutions. 

 

6.2. Assets structure ratios 
 

Table 2. Structure of the assets during the period 2012-2014 (%) 
No.  Structure of the assets  2012  2013  2014  

1. Immobilized assets ratio  62.22 62.88 59.21 

2. Circulating assets ratio  37.75 37.04 40.71 

3. Stocks ratio  28.47 20.32 29.34 

4. Receivables ratio  65.72 60.77 60.58 

5. Available capital ratio  4.46 12.97 7.81 

Source: processing of the data in the three accounting balance sheets pertaining to the period 2012-2014. 

 

Immobilized assets ratio                                                     Circulating assets ratio 

RAI2012 62.22%                                RAC2012 % 

 

RAI2012 62.88%                               RAC2013 37.04% 

 

RAI2012                                RAC2014 40.71% 

 
Stocks ratio                                                                                    Receivables ratio 
 

RSt2012 %                               RCr2012  

 

RSt2013 %                              RCr2013 % 
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RSt2014 %                            RCr2014 % 

 
Available capital ratio 
 

RD2012                                    RD2014  

 

RD2013  

The immobilized assets ratio decreased at the end of the year 2014, compared to the level of the years 2012 

and 2013, a fact explained by the decrease of the capital investment degree from one year to the next.  

The circulating assets ratio increased at the end of the year 2014, compared to the years under analysis, which 

means that the capital immobilization degree increased in the exploitation activity. The stocks ratio recorded low 

values, of up to 29.34% in the year 2014. The receivables ratio was decreasing from one year to the next, which may 

mean the reduction of the activity volume, the granting of shorter payment deadlines to the clients.  

The available capital ratio is higher than the normal level of 5%; therefore the current financial needs of the 

company are assured. By making a comparative analysis of the financial stability ratio and the immobilized assets ratio 

(Figure no.3) for the period under analysis, one can note that the financial stability ratio is lower than the immobilized 

assets ratio, which means that the company S.C.”Unirea” S.R.L.Deva has not assured enough funding for its 

immobilized assets by means of permanent capitals. 

                         
Figure 3. Comparison between the financial stability ratio and the ratio of immobilized assets 

for the period 2012 – 2014 

 
7. Conclusions 
 
 Following the research carried out on the accounting documents summing up the situation of the company 

S.C.”Unirea” S.R.L. Deva, of the period 2012-2014, we have realized that this company has not assured enough 

funding for its immobilized assets by means of permanent capitals, a fact highlighted by making a comparative analysis 

of the financial stability ratio and the immobilized assets ratio, the financial stability ratio being lower than the 

immobilized assets ratio.  

The financial stability went down from 60.32% in the year 2012 to 56% in 2013, then reaching the level of 

53.70% at the end of the year 2014, which means that the company under analysis has difficulties in funding its 

activity. However, this company has an available capital ratio higher than the normal level of 5%, so that the current 

financial needs are assured. At the same time, the level of the exploitation debts ratio decreased from 29.50% in the 

year 2012 to respectively 25.43% in the year 2013 and 22.49% in the year 2014. This situation means that the company 

does not depend on third parties for the funding of is activity. To optimize the financial structure of the company we 

make the following recommandations:  

- increasing the efficiency of the total expenses through a better use of the manufacturing capacity, and the 

diminution of the manufacturing expenses;  

- increasing the volume of the permanent capital, including through the increase of the own capital (to increase 

and maintain the financial stability ratio at a level that does not create difficulties to the company);  

- reducing the global endebtment degree by taking measures aiming to reduce long-term credits. 

We conclude that there is a differentiation element represented by the deadline of the borrowed funds, so that 

while the funding structure comprises the totality of the financial elements (regardless of the nature and the period for 

which they are attracted by the company), the financial (capital) structure is defined only based on the funding sources 

in the medium and long run. The relation that is established between the financial structure and the funding structure is 

a relation from part to total. 
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The financial structure reflects, therefore, the composition of all the capitals of the company and is expressed 

as relation, either between the company’s own capitals & debts, or between internal & external funding sources, or 

between short-term & long-term funding. In general, a company can choose between several alternative financial 

structures. Thus, for an investment project, a company can choose any of the sources or can combine them in different 

forms, but the problem that arises is what source or what combination is the best to maximize the value of the 

company, the final goal. Consequently, the structure of the capital should be examined in point of the impact on the 

company’s value.  

On the level of the society, the financial structure reflects the componence of the capitals, being therefore 

known as capitals structure, too. According to some authors, the financial structure of the company represents a sum of 

the weights of participation of different funding sources to the formation of the capitals, while others consider that the 

financial structure is made up of the relation between short-term & long-term funding. Thus, in the company, the 

financial structure is a set of mechanisms by which a company distributes, coordinates and controls its activity and tries 

to guide its stakeholders’ behavior.  
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